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Chapter 1: The Groupe de Recherche d’Art Visuel’s Social Abstractions
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Chapter 2: Daniel Buren’s Instrumental Invisibility
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Chapter 3: André Cadere’s Calligrams of Institutional Authority

1 The bar was eventually recovered in 2006 for a retrospective, also titled *Unlimited Painting*. Presumably it was in the possession of René Denizot, the curator of *A Painting Exhibition*, during the three intervening decades.
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4 Conflicts between Cadere and Buren seem to have started when Buren protested Cadere’s inclusion in an exhibition in Duerle following a symposium on “Art and Its Cultural Contexts” in Brussels in 1973. Buren was irritated by Cadere’s practice of showing his work uninvited at other artists’ exhibitions, which would have included *Unlimited Painting / A Painting Exhibition* only a few weeks earlier. Cadere began a sustained polemic against Buren and others, the height of which came in 1975, when Cadere printed and distributed a text to art-world figures at *Europalia* 75. He titled the text “Waterloo” in reference both to the festival location’s proximity to the town of Waterloo and to its history as the site of Napoleon Bonaparte’s final defeat as he attempted to solidify power and expand his empire. In the text, Cadere accuses all of the artists who were sanctioned to exhibit, which included Buren, as being “official artists of the Common Market” and accused them of being “Little Napoleons, the dictators of Art in France” that “are today so frequently used that, according to the logic of things, they have arrived here at the limit of Waterloo.” This limit, as he specified, was the artists’ dependence on the museum as a site for exhibiting their works. Cadere, *Histoire d’un travail*, § 26.

5 As evidenced in chapter 2, Cadere’s clean opposition here is not completely appropriate, given that in numerous cases during Cadere’s lifetime, Buren attached his stripes to surfaces outside arts institutions, and in several cases he affixed them to surfaces that were defined by their mobility. Notable examples of the latter are his 1968 exhibition *Homme/Sandwich* and his 1975 New York City exhibition *Seven Ballets in Manhattan*, although in both cases the mobility could be said to be “dependent” on the social expectation of the surfaces, given that their functions were to circulate, in the first as spaces of advertising and in the second as protest placards. Magda Radu suggests that Cadere even borrowed his idea of circulating beyond the gallery from Buren. Magda Radu, “André Cadere,” in *André Cadere / Andrei Cădere*, ed. Magda Radu (Bucharest: National Museum of Contemporary Art, 2011), 65.
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15 André Cadere and Lynda Morris, “André Cadere. Talking with Lynda Morris,” in Alexander van Grevenstein, Astrid Ihle, Fabrice Hergott, and Karola Krässlin, André Cadere: Peinture sans fin (Cologne: W. König, 2007), 33. Cadere’s conflictual engagements with art institutions are frequently narrated in terms of suffering. Christian Boltanski said of the Documenta incident that it demonstrated the “horror of the artworld. . . . It is a good example of the cruelty of that world. He was accepted only on the condition that he suffer, that he make his way there as though on a kind of pilgrimage, that he beg, in a way, to be exhibited.” Radu, “André Cadere,” 75. This sentiment is echoed by Sarkis, who said of Cadere’s encounter with A Painting Exhibition, “he developed himself with an enormous amount of suffering,” in which he analogizes this suffering with expressionism. “Sarkis, Conversation with Dinah Bird and François Michaud,” 429. Similarly, Agalides argues that it is important that Cadere is sometimes the victim of his stratagems, that he remains visible even as he stumbles. She calls him a trickster in the sense that he is “homeless and nomadic, absurd, mischievous and hoaxy.” Agalides, “Cold War Cadere,” 217.
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five, six, or thirteen times in as many permutational possibilities to compose a bar that was twenty, twenty-four, or fifty-two times as long as it was thick.


24 While this is what Cadere claimed, it is worth noting that for his April 1975 exhibition at Berlin’s Folker Skulima gallery, he chose to demonstrate this principle with a display that would seem to undermine it. For this show he lined six bars up against a wall, each composed of two colors that were the same, with the third color changing to one of the six remaining colors. The two fixed colors were red and yellow, and the first bar on display reconfigured the colors of the German flag: red, yellow, and black. Although it is not possible to determine his intentions from his color choice, as part of the same exhibition, Cadere chose to demonstrate that the bar “is independent from the wall as support” by leaning one against the Berlin Wall. The juxtaposition would seem to elevate his critique of immobility to a new level in presenting a contrast between the bad stasis of not just art, but walls generally, and the good freedom of mobility promoted by his own work.
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38 Several months before the opening of the heavily publicized and contentious _72/72 Douze ans d’art contemporaine en France_ exhibition at the Grand Palais, Cadere participated in the Salon de Pâques at the Akademia Raymond Duncan in Paris, where he exhibited a bar atop a heat radiator that was exactly its same length. Writing about his participation in the salon, he wrote, “My idea was to show that a work that is independent in relation to the institutional cultural structures can be shown anywhere, in a circuit completely different and even contrary to that of the great official pomp of the Grand Palais.” Cadere, _Histoire d’un travail_, § 2.

39 Cadere, _Présentation d’un travail_, 11.

40 For the influence of Magritte on Broodthaers, see Haidu, _Absence of Work_.
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41 Michel Foucault, *This Is Not a Pipe* (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008), 20–22.
42 Foucault, *This Is Not a Pipe*, 31.
43 Foucault, *This Is Not a Pipe*, 44.
46 This gallery changed the numeral in its name for every exhibition to indicate the reciprocal relationship between the work show and the identity of the gallery itself. In total, the numbers ran 1–42 before it closed.
51 Agalides, “Cold War Cadere,” 207.
52 Ida Biard, “La Galerie des Locataires et French Window, ou ces aspects du travail des artistes aujourd’hui” (master’s thesis, Université de Paris I, 1974). Biard wrote her master’s thesis on the subject of her gallery. In it she emphasizes the distinction between reality and reproduction. In particular she gives prominence to a lengthy quote from a 1973 edition of Claude Lévi-Strauss’s *Structural Anthropology*, in which he uses the characters from William Wyler’s film *The Collector* (1965). In the film, Lévi-Strauss argues, there is a total inversion of values in which the hero obsesses over natural beauty—insects and pretty girls—while contemporary taste for artificial things is symbolized by a student who lives only through books because the artworks she learns to value are too expensive. False taste, he says, satisfies itself with reproductions in place of the immediacy of reality (though it is perhaps ironic that the anthropologist fails to mention that the hero’s preference for natural beauty is also shown to be perverted, as his “collecting” proclivities turn out to be those of a serial killer). For Biard, the lessons in this reading are Marxist: “It is important, today, to show at all levels of human activity, the uselessness of privatization, of possession, which have become subjects of life and the categories in which it is inscribed. To persuade man of the intentional spiritual lie of private property, to show him the logic of the collectivization of the means of existence (food, housing, clothing . . .) will bring the end to the economy of consumption, of profit, of capital and will be the beginning of the human economy. This collective use of all the means of production and of existence will permit the realization of life—as creative work—art. Everything that is hoarded in man in the conscious form of the proprietor (small and large), and which Marx rejects under the name of ‘Moloh’ [juggernaut] will be put aside, and then only will man be that free being to which he aspires. From this attitude follows all my activity called The Galerie des Locataires and French Window.”
53 Ivana Bago, “A Window and a Basement: Negotiating Hospitality at *La Galerie des
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57 Ida Biard’s Galerie des Locataires sent out exhibition announcements in advance, alerting people to Cadere’s guerrilla exhibition at the Adami exhibition.
59 Cadere, “Presentation of a Work,” 10.
60 See note 4.
62 Cadere, Histoire d’un travail, § 5.
63 Cadere demonstrated the importance of the regularity of the layout of this style of invitation in a typed and handwritten note for a 1978 show at the Galerie Vega. In the note he instructs that the unidentified address can fill in the dates and times that are convenient, but that all alignment and spacing between blocks of information must be respected so as to form neat rows and columns.
66 It is possible that Cadere singled out Andre not only because of the museum’s recent acquisition, but also as a reprisal for the role Andre played in the conflict in Duerle in July 1973 (see note 4). The conflict arose over Cadere’s participation in an exhibition that had to be reconceived due to lack of funding. The Wide White Space and Paul Maenz galleries were incensed at his participation, according to Cadere, and incited a polemic against him. Cadere notes that Andre, who was represented by both galleries, sent him numerous postcards asking him to desist in defending himself, although it is not clear in what that defense consisted. Cadere, Histoire d’un travail, § 7; Sophie Richard, Unconcealed: The International Network of Conceptual Artists 1967–1977: Dealers, Exhibitions and Public Collection, ed. Lynda Morris (London: Ridinghouse, 2009), 148.
67 Cadere, Histoire d’un travail, § 31. It is not exactly correct to say that Carl Andre’s works were fully dependent on architecture. While it is true that most of his works were installed in, and therefore dependent on, architectural support, Andre composed numerous works beyond the bounds of the gallery, and though his works were often conceived in regards to a site, Andre did not see them as being site specific, but, rather, argued that they could be transposed anywhere. Carl Andre and James Meyer, “There Is No Such Thing as the Ideal Space,” in Cuts: Texts 1959–2004 (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2009), 185–187.
68 Peter Bürger, *Theory of the Avant-Garde* (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984). While Cadere’s equation of patronage in the Renaissance with the contemporary market economy offers a polemical flourish that allows him to define autonomy according to an absolute relationship to the criteria of space and funding, doing so ignores the historical distinctions that Bürger has been careful to outline. The degree to which Andre and Renaissance artists benefited from dependency-inducing patronage systems was determined by the control that the patron exercised over the artistic product and the social function it was intended to serve. While Bürger argues that the courtly art of the Renaissance saw the first step toward the “emancipation of art” as the artist became an individual figure possessed of an artistic identity, he observes a distinct break between art commissioned to reflect royal power and the experimental portrayals of “bourgeois self-understanding” sold on the free market. Further, he argues that while the avant-garde accepts bourgeois aestheticism, it rejects the idea that art should be autonomous from society. While Bürger noted that the historical development of artistic autonomy is generally ignored so as to argue that art is *essentially* autonomous, Cadere collapsed historical periods in support of his argument that no patronized art has ever been autonomous.


70 Lynda Morris has suggested an interpretation of Cadere’s *Space and Politics* project that emphasizes a sympathy he had with Carl Andre. In 1976 a controversy erupted over the Tate’s 1972 purchase of Andre’s *Equivalent VIII* (1966), which was composed of 120 firebricks and portrayed by media as a scam perpetrated by the artist. Morris argues that in response to this misplacement of responsibility on the artist, rather than on the museum that purchased the work, Cadere wished to highlight the fact that it is arts institutions, and their purchasing power, that influence the meaning given to a work of art. “Lynda Morris on André Cadere,” recorded June 6, 2013, Artists Space, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NHz70sOALY.
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protecting the rights of actors across ideological spectra, French law emphasized racial equality over freedom of speech in the aftermath of the Vichy regime and in consideration of the increasing racial diversity of the country during the post–World War II era. As Bird notes, however, it is not clear whether the law was designed primarily to promote equality or public order.
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